
Automate anything and simplify your business 

Everything’s Easier
Everything’s Faster

Brought to you by

World of 
Workflows



Conekt is proud to introduce you to World of Workflows, 
a comprehensive software solution designed to help 
businesses streamline and automate their processes. 

We have joined forces with this groundbreaking 
platform to assist you enhance operational efficiency, 
customer engagement, and decision-making processes. 
By automating complex tasks, analysing vast datasets, 
and facilitating intelligent interactions, World of 
Workflows can help amplify your profits and cut costs 
significantly. 

If you need to clear process roadblocks and create 
smarter, clearer digital pathways for your business, 
World of Workflows is the answer. The essential aspect 
lies in employing low and no-code approaches for 
designing processes, which allows for their faster 
creation and implementation than previously possible. 

Explore the advantages of this transformative platform 
and get in touch with us to schedule a 20-minute 
exploratory call. 

What Are Repetitive Business  
Processes Costing You?

Introducing World of Workflows

WE SEE IT ALL THE TIME…

Businesses have layer upon layer of software and online tools, many of which don’t speak 
to each other and have to be managed manually. Costs for overlapping services start to 
build, and smart people whose talents could be put to better use find their time is wasted. 

It’s a common problem to:  

• Rely on multiple platforms that don’t talk to each other

• Waste money on third-party providers, just to get 
systems to connect

• Lack purpose-designed workflow solutions

• Lose hours every week to manual tasks

• Suffer from human error during data entry

• Be confused about where the opportunities lie

• Feel like you can’t grow without adding to your 
headcount
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What would your business do with 
30% more payroll hours per week?

There is no limit to the workflows 
that can be implemented under a 
single licence cost

Smarter businesses stay ahead 
of the game with the latest 
automation solutions

World of Workflows gives you 
enterprise-level efficiency without 
the enterprise price tag

World of  
Workflows
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Don’t Get Left Behind
ARE YOU STAYING AHEAD IN THE AUTOMATION RACE  

Technology has created a sink or swim world. Failing 
to leverage the power of next-gen automations and 
workflows leads to: 

• Reduced productivity and time wasted  

• Outdated systems that are only going to get slower 

• Higher staff turnover due to frustration over 
inefficiencies 

• Struggling to compete with tech-savvy players 

• Bloated headcount figures 

• Inadequately preparing to future-proof, and 
anticipate upcoming trends. 

Smoother  
workflows across 
every department 

Custom processes 
that are tailored to 

your needs 

Improved data 
storage & 

organisation 

The competitive 
advantage in your 

industry 

Measurably 
improved efficiency 

A workplace that’s 
empowered to  

run lean 

Welcome to World of Workflows
Streamline, simplify and succeed 

You don’t need to be an expert in technology to benefit from process automation.   

We will identify the bottlenecks in your existing systems and provide solutions that will give you: 



What you get
AUTOMATED PROCESSES FROM WORLD OF WORKFLOWS 

Solve digital roadblocks with automation. 

We can help you to fill gaps, streamline and automate areas of your business including:  

These are just a handful of examples; the potential for automation is limitless and is only bounded by 
our imagination.  

Onboarding 

Incident Reports

Data Entry & Management

Procurement 

Marketing & Lead Management

Invoicing, Payroll & Reconcilliation

IT Support  

Ordering & Delivery Processes

HR Requests & Approval

Automated Documentation Builder
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How it works

OUR PROCESS

World of Workflows is versatile 
and can be tailored to 

businesses across all markets. 
Allow Conekt to pinpoint and 
streamline your organisation’s 
bottlenecks, transforming your 

efficiency and data accuracy. 

Ongoing Additional 
Support 

Access to an Australia based 
support and development 

team to tweak and upgrade 
your automations.  

Roadmap for the Future

We will catch up with you to 
review results and plan your 
future automation roadmap 

to fully leverage the unlimited 
automations that World of 

Workflows offers. 

Consultation and quote 

We start with a 20-minute discovery session 
to review your needs and process concerns, 

determining if World of Workflows is the right 
solution for your business 

Better business as usual 

Everything starts getting easier and faster, solving 
your headcount issues and boosting your profits. 

Process Mapping

We identify problems 
and start to map the 
solutions, designing 

bespoke automations 
where required.  

New Workflows 

Our team will get to work 
creating low and no-code 
automations, and linking 

your platforms.  
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Why Choose Us?
IF YOU CAN PICTURE IT, WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN.  

Rapid Solutions 

The low-code/no code 
platform allows us to 
create automations 
with up to 50% 
fewer professional 
service hours than our 
competitors.  

Implementation 
Flexibility 

Host this solution 
within your own 
infrastructure and keep 
data onshore and 
within your network. 

Unlimited Workflows & 
Deployments 

World of Workflows 
provides unlimited 
workflows and deployments 
across your entire 
organisation, showcasing 
our significant benefit of 
endless scalability without 
the need for additional 
licenses to support your 
automation expansion. 

Single Cost 

Pay a single licensing 
fee, regardless of how 
many automations are 
in use.

Dedicated Service 

You’ll work with a 
skilled and dedicated 
Australian-based 
support and 
development team. 

Free Proof of 
Concept 

We offer a 
complimentary 
high-level proof of 
concept before you 
decide to proceed.   
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OUR BEHAVIOURS

The team at Conekt embraces innovation and efficiency, believing in continuous learning and improvement 
to empower organisations and drive productivity. 

The behaviours we focus on are:  

Agility

• Learn while doing 

• Adapt to the data and use this to 
fuel decision-making 

• Embrace deadlines

Empowerment 

• Own what we do by taking 
accountability 

• Align our individual aspirations with 
organisational goals 

Support 

• Care about people and show it with 
our words and our actions 

•  Have open, inclusive and trusting 
communication 

Engagement 

• Share ownership of problems and 
solutions by encouraging contribution 

• Value every member of the team and 
every member of our client’s teams  

Our Values

• A passion for people and 
their lives at work 

• Cutting-edge excellence 
in technology, innovation, 
design & support 

• Powerful partnerships to 
bring solutions to life 

• Start with data, based on 
research 

• Grow your business 
while integrating new 
technology 

• We continually improve 
security 

• We design individualised, 
responsive solutions for 
the measurable success 
of organisations 

• We support our local 
partners to deliver more 
efficient solutions 

• We empower people with 
more access to better 
technology 

• We deliver value across 
large companies and small 
businesses by connecting 
technology to individuals 

• We create resilient and 
adaptable workplace 
solutions 

Successful Partnerships Responsive Solutions A Better Connected 
Future 



A Complete 
Solution 
From A Single 
Product

World of 
Workflows

Book your initial 20-minute 
consultation by scanning  
the QR code below or visiting 
https://www.conekt.com.au/
world-of-workflows 

READY TO GET STARTED?


